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This is a short critical life based on the very full published sources. It sets out not to provide new facts but to show Verdi in his historical context and thereby throw light – at times new – on the significance of his life and work. Lives of Verdi are many; some are highly detailed. A short book necessarily picks out certain episodes and works as more important than others. Where critics have written unimprovably on the music I have at times quoted them.

Verdi and his Italian contemporaries often used three full stops as a rhetorical device; these are reproduced in quotations. To show breaks in quotations I have used full stops within square brackets: [ . . . ]. Verdi and others also frequently used ‘!!’, ‘!?’, ‘!!?’ and so on; these too are reproduced. Such lavish punctuation does not convey the extremes of surprise, horror etc. it would suggest in an English-speaking writer; it probably sets out to render what gesture would do in conversation.

As the section on further reading explains more fully, there is as yet no complete edition of Verdi’s letters in Italian, and only a limited choice in English; letters appear in many places. When I have quoted from the richest sources of Verdi’s own words and those of his second wife Giuseppina Strepponi, I have appended in brackets an abbreviation identifying the source, followed by the page number(s); sources of other quotations appear in an end note. Where a source exists in an easily available English translation, references are as a rule given to that; this is particularly true of Frank Walker’s translations of Strepponi’s letters, some of which appeared in print before the originals. I have, however, often made my own translation from Verdi’s letters. A list of abbreviations follows.

I am most grateful for help in finding illustrative material to Marisa
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Di Gregorio Casati of the Istituto Nazionale di Studi Verdi di at Parma, for help and friendship over a long period to the director of the Institute, Pierluigi Petrobelli, and to Alberto Carrara-Verdi and his family for their kindness in showing me over Sant'Agata.

J. R.
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